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Research questions:
What are most common and accepted authentication methods for 
mobile services?
What are differences, opportunities and challenges concerning 
user authentication for mobile service compared with traditional 
stationary computers? 
How do people accept them and what are their opinions regarding 
security on mobile device?
Evaluation of security / usability / privacy trade-offs for different 
authentication mechanisms. 

Introduction



Research on what is already developed and 
available in the area of user authentication for 
mobile and stationary services

Web browsing
Research databases (IEEE, ACM, Elsevier)
Literature

Getting know the users
Questionnaire
Prototype
Interview with users

Methods



Classification in four groups:
Something that user knows
Something that user has
Something that user is
Location based

Authentication methods



Something that user knows
PIN/passwords
Usability good, but security depends on users
Password management problem

Authentication methods



Something that user has
Tokes can be One Time Password generator devices, 
password cards, messages
Appropriate for mobile devices, because mobile phone 
can be used both as terminal for providing service and 
token

Authentication methods



Something that user is
centers around authentication based on that person's 
unique traits 
Fingerprint readers, face recognitions, iris scanning,…
Good and bad solutions

Authentication methods



Location based
Not used so much today
Usage of services limited only to some area, or 
location can be used to determine the level of 
authentication one need

Authentication methods



We want to determine what users would expect 
and tolerate to protect their personal information 
Hard copies and in online version 
Only stipulation is the respondents should be 
current or previous users of mobile handsets. 

Questionnaire



Duration: three weeks
73 respondent
Majority of people  between 18 and 35 years old 
with higher education

Questionnaire



Questionnaire results



Questionnaire results



Questionnaire results



Questionnaire results

More results in the report
Additionaly we presented some interesting results 
from user groups with different age and gender
We wanted to demonstrate how responses differ for 
different user groups and that it is very important to 
get acquainted with needs of right potential user 
group when developing a mobile service



Supplement to the questionnaire
More qualitative feedback from the users
Use of prototype that simulates authentication methods 
(passwords, tokens, fingerprint and location based) 

Interviews



8 subjects
Between 18 and 30
Mix of students and employee 
From general to advanced knowledge level regarding 
mobile devices 

Interview subjects



Prototype



Interviews are timeconsuming
One can get a better impression than the questionnaire, 
and investigate the why's.
The prototype helped people to relate to the methods, 
but it were a bit rough so we used it mostly as a visual 
aid.
Qualitative interviews are a powerful tool, but not always 
easy to master.
Could have had more structure 

Experiences from the interviews



Passwords
Subjects do not differentiate between passwords used 
on mobile or stationary devices, despite reduced 
usability.
Most subjects find the passwords used on mobile 
devices secure enough 

Tokens
Perceived as secure and easy to use.
Some subjects were skeptical regarding integrated 
token generators in phones.   

Interview results



Biometrics
Most subjects are conscious about the risk of data loss. 
Fingerprint authentication has higher acceptance than 
other biometrical methods - subjects had experience or 
some previous knowledge about them
Many considered some forms of biometrics (iris 
scanning for instance) as a method that got too intimate

Interview results



Authentication and services
Subjects are aware of the security level needed for the 
different services.
Subjects do not expect the same security measures on 
services like net-banking as on social services (like 
facebook)

Interview results



We tried to utilize information that we gathered from 
questionnaire and interviews and give answers to 
research questions that we set on the beginning of the 
project

Our findings



Passwords mostly used 
Reasons: medium/high usability, familiarity from the users, 
familiarity for service providers, technical simplicity

Services using tokens perceived as more 
important

Token as independent device vs. token integrated with 
mobile device 

Of biometrics authentication methods fingerprint 
most accepted
Location based authentication still in the phase of 
research

What are most common and accepted 
authentication methods for mobile services?



Satisfied with current methods, and trust service 
provider to ensure enough level of security
More worried about their private data and how it is 
stored on a mobile device, then on private data 
delivered through mobile services 
Users expect a certain level of security from 
mobile services and they are positive to a higher 
level of security for mobile services

How do people accept them and what are 
their opinions regarding security on mobile 
device?



Limitation of mobile devices - battery, processing 
power, display
Stationary devices used for services that are more 
complex and require better overview
Mobility enables new services
Mobile devices easily get lost or stolen

What are differences, opportunities and 
challenges concerning user authentication 
for mobile services compared with traditional 
stationary computers?



Evaluation of the security / usability / privacy 
trade offs for different authentication 
mechanisms



Many approaches for user authentication today
Only couple of approaches accepted in everyday use, 
and others has more or less potential
Main obstacles of their wide deployments:

limited capabilities of mobile devices
user perception
usability of mobile services

Summary



Research background 
User group
Prototype
Narrow down the focus on some parts of the 
questionnaire
Better connection between questionnaire to interview
Better planning

Thoughts for improvements 



Questions and comments


